CLOUD MIGRATION
COST ASSESSMENT
Moving to the public cloud can be a complex and time-consuming endeavor. Without the proper tools and cloud know-how,
estimating cloud costs based on limited information can be inaccurate. Determining currently used resources and mapping those
correctly to the cloud is a critical step to optimizing cost and increasing business agility.
2nd Watch’s Cloud Migration Cost Assessment simplifies and accelerates the path from on-premises to the cloud with instance
rightsizing and TCO analysis. Our Cloud Enablement Team evaluates your on-premises IT estate and maps current resources to
the most cost-effective solution in the cloud, providing you an estimate of the cost to migrate as well as the ongoing cost of your
optimized cloud environment.

WITH THE CLOUD MIGRATION COST
ASSESSMENT YOU GET:
Analytics based right-sizing to cloud and
on-premises vs cloud cost modeling

Benchmark current costs from reference
catalog and future costs from cloud
catalog

Automatically find the best cloud instance
size to meet your needs based on
historical usage and current provisioning

Provide the instance details and business
case analysis at high-level and detailed
level that can be backed up by data
Analysis of optimum use of existing
licenses

Resource/Workload to cloud mapping

Proposal to perform migration to
optimum cloud configuration- including
cost to migrate

ABOUT 2ND WATCH
As one of the first companies to become an AWS Premier Partner, a Microsoft Azure Gold Partner
and recognized by Gartner® as a Leader and Challenger among Managed Service Providers, 2nd
Watch is audited, approved and accredited—offering you a team of highly trained and certified
cloud experts. Our TESTED, PROVEN and TRUSTED solutions allow you to fully leverage the power
of the public cloud. We are your partner, working along side of you, to design, deploy and manage
your public cloud environment.

CONTACT US or visit http://offers.2ndwatch.com/schedule-cloud-migration-cost-assessment to start your
Cloud Migration Cost Assessment and get a full migration SOW.

OFFER $30,000 for 6-week engagement, up to 1,000 instances
1. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise
technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications
consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner
disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose. This graphic was published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and
should be evaluated in the context of the entire document. The Gartner document is available upon request from 2nd Watch.
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